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i really need to find a copy of need for speed
underground 2, i downloaded the demo and
spent hours playing it. its truly amazing. i
was blown away by the look and feel. the
cars look amazing and i would love to try to
get the game. i have been playing burnout 2
for hours. i have been playing the game on
and off for a month, and i am finally getting
the hang of it. i have to admit that burnout 2
is my favorite game. i love the way the cars
look. i have seen many need for speed fans
who have said that burnout 2 is their favorite
game, but i just cannot get into burnout 2. i
am starting to like burnout 2, but i just can
not get into it. the only time i do feel good in
burnout 2 is when i am driving fast and the
physics are working fine. my name is wiry,
and i’m the leader of the crackgolkes. you’ve
probably seen our flashy website, or our
other work, but i don’t think you’ve seen all
of our work. we’re in the business of crack
(not online games). we’re not like the other
gangs out there. we’re a family. if you need
a job, please consider joining us. about need
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for speed underground 2 need for speed
underground 2 is a fast-paced, real-world
racing game set in a city that will challenge
you to stay out of trouble in a world where
everyone is racing for something big. what
are you waiting for? need for speed
underground 2 was developed by black box
studios, a subsidiary of electronic arts and
the creators of the award-winning need for
speed series. the game is rated t for teen by
the esrb and is available for the xbox 360
video game and entertainment system,
playstation 3 computer entertainment
system, the wii system and the pc in north
america.
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